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Fundraising in the
COVID-19 Era
By David Kime
My experience earlier this year will sound familiar to artistic directors
and administrators across the United States. On Wednesday evening,
March 11, 2020, the A Voice for Good directing team huddled in
my living room. Our Easter season, 120-voice mixed choir had three
concerts scheduled over the coming week.
The COVID-19 virus was quickly becoming headline news here in
Utah, and life was starting to grind to a halt. We realized that the
concerts that weekend would likely be our last for several months.
But could we even proceed with these performances? The Western
Regional ACDA Conference had occurred in Salt Lake the previous
week without incident. Why would our experience be different?
Over several hours, we plotted to perform a live-streamed concert
with limited in-person attendance. We would create film and audio
recordings on Saturday and Sunday nights, just before our venue
would close indefinitely.
Twenty-four hours later, we gathered again; new problems required
a new game plan. As of that day, each of our performance venues
had closed. Churches, universities, businesses, and local governments
signaled that we were entering lockdown. Our 2020 season ended
without a single performance. We met with choir members only
in small groups for emotional goodbyes that Sunday. As the new
lockdown reality sank in, we realized that we now faced more
daunting challenges. No performances meant no donations. No
donations could mean no 2020-2021 artistic season. We needed a
new fundraising plan, and we needed one fast.

Executive Summary
Researchers Janelle Kerlin and Tom Pollak, writing in The American
Review of Public Administration, suggest that arts nonprofits’
revenue fluctuates significantly based on holistic economic patterns. 1
Before the pandemic’s onset, experts noted “stagnating growth” in
world economies.2 Both of these factors foreshadowed an imperfect
2020 for arts nonprofits, but COVID-19 has left our organizations in
financial free fall.
Thriving in the post-COVID-19 world will require rigorous
adaptations in the nonprofit sector. While remaining grounded in
the community-building message we share, arts nonprofits must
apply evolving, evidence-based fundraising techniques. Several
basic principles will yield best outcomes: pursue robust business
partnerships, engage with individuals, and invest in measuring
impact.
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Pursue Robust Business
Partnerships
Dissecting the arts business funding relationship, a 2018 Conference
Board study reveals that a strong partnership with a given arts

TO BEGIN BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS,

organization can motivate ongoing donations. 3 As Figure 1 displays,

IDENTIFY COMPANIES WHERE

company size can provide insight into different reasons that propel
business giving. 4 Note, however, that a long-term existing relationship

INDIVIDUALS ARE DEEPLY COMMITTED

motivates giving at all company sizes. If our organizations do not

TO THE ARTS.

5

already have corporate partnerships, it is time to start forming them.
To begin building partnerships, identify companies where
individuals are deeply committed to the arts. As Figure 1
denotes, especially for small businesses, executive and employee
interest in the arts are among dominant reasons for corporate
giving. 6 Local businesses including music stores, instrument rental

excitement about and support for potential partnerships within a

services, and performing arts venues provide a practical starting

company. 8 The authors point out that leaders within the arts should

point. These businesses are filled with arts lovers who sympathize

apply this information; they “need to be knowledgeable about the

with the economic difficulties that our groups face. We should also

business community and individuals in the business community. They

consider less apparent potential partners. Many businesses in historic

should seek to understand who might be the advocate in various

districts and gentrifying “arts districts” harbor deep interest in and

companies.” 9 As we identify, educate, and engage both employees and

commitment to building local arts organizations. Their donations

executives, we lay the foundation for future financial partnerships.

will allow us to build our organization and strengthen the community,
fostering a culture of high-quality art.

Furthermore, arts leaders must shape partnerships to also
benefit corporate partners. In proposing a symbiotic financial

Daellenbach, Thirkell, and Zander, in a 2013 study, found that one

relationship, arts organizations may explain both research and

or more passionate individuals within a corporation can effectively

applications surrounding their work, highlighting how the arts address

guide a nonprofit seeking business funding. Such an advocate builds

relevant business struggles. As employers and outside organizations

7

have recognized, the COVID-19 pandemic is spawning increased

Figure 1: Ethos, Pathos, and Logos
Drive Giving Decisions

mental and emotional health difficulties. 10 Arts organizations have
resources that can help businesses alleviate these difficulties. Leaders

Top Reasons for Giving

need to think creatively about how to present and share these
resources.

Long-term
Relationship
Part of holistic
giving plan
Benefits
business goals
Employee arts
interest

Consider, for example, the potential benefits of singing to individuals.
Graham F. Welch and Costanza Preti, in reviewing previous research
Percent of Respondents (n=113)

Executive
arts interest

literature, note the growing body of research that confirms singing’s
benefits, including improved feelings of health and well-being.11 As
Töres Theorell highlights, singing can result in higher concentrations
of the hormone oxytocin and can positively affect the immune
system. 12 Why not apply such benefits to addressing the mental and
emotional health problems brought on by COVID-19?
For example, a choral arts nonprofit seeking business funding might
volunteer several leaders to offer a free corporate choir—whether
online, outdoor, or indoor—to any interested employees. At a time
when employee health and well-being rank high among corporate
problems, leaders will find such an offer attractive. The company
addresses its priorities, the arts organization receives funding,

Convincing
case given
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In tailoring proposals to meet business needs, arts leaders can present

their organization’s volunteers to work with the catering company

funding opportunities as chances to achieve community-related goals.

on a community project. In the previously cited 2019 report, the

Mirae Kim’s 2017 study of 909 American arts nonprofits examined

authors encourage arts organizations to seek common causes with

these organizations’ levels of community engagement. 13 Kim found

business partners; this type of collaboration on a social, political, or

that nonprofit arts groups play a role not only in the market economy

economic issue can be beneficial to both organizations. 19 Whether

but also in civil society. 14 Regardless of corporate partnership,

the collaboration is cause-based or profit-focused, both arts groups

nonprofit arts groups wield significant influence in communities.

and businesses find strength in working together.

Bridging gaps between the educational,
religious, cultural, and nonprofit sectors Figure 2: Business Size and Donation Types
of their communities, they have a
Market Capitalization

Engage with
Individuals

relationships between diverse organizations

While some will argue that targeting

and groups. Even newly formed arts

individual donors yields less than developing

organizations can wield a cultural and

corporate collaborations during uncertain

community influence that companies lack

times, a balanced approach will provide best

significant role to play in advancing positive

simply because of the organization’s nature.
Organizations with most civic involvement
tend to have large webs of connections
with other leaders and organizations.

Less than $1 Million

In-Kind
45%

15

results. As Kerlin and Pollak point out in
their analysis of historical nonprofit funding,
Cash
55%

organizations “do not appear to compensate
for losses in private contributions and

They focus on their nonprofit status and

government grants through increases in

realize that similar groups also engage in

commercial revenue.” 20 Simply put, at a

civil society. 16 Potential corporate partners

time when it is likely that government and

should

private funding will respond negatively to

recognize

that

funding

well-

connected arts groups will bolster their
status in the community. As arts leaders, we
need to leverage these potential benefits by

Market Capitalization
At or Above $25 Billion

engaging in consistent community outreach.

2 demonstrates, the 2019 Conference Board

turn to corporate funding as the cure-all.
Continued efforts to reach individuals in
our communities and in our organizations
will produce new fundraising solutions.

As we seek business funding, we should not
discount company characteristics. As Figure

the economic downturn, arts leaders cannot

Understanding individuals’ values should

In-Kind
24%

influence how arts leaders tailor fundraising
efforts. In a 2017 study, Lee, Fraser, and

report found a meaningful difference in
types of donations based on company size. 17
As company size increases, it appears that
the amount of in-kind donations decrease. 18

Cash
76%

In-kind donations include nonmonetary

lacking donations,

orchestra to sew masks, or a caterer might
donate a cast meal for a certain event.

Working with small businesses, arts leaders will recognize and
encourage other types of giving.
For instance, many arts groups provide occasional meals for their
performers. Seeking a partnership with a local caterer, groups might
seek a subsidized or free cast meal in return for providing advertising
on programs and websites. Alternatively, groups might offer for

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/marriottstudentreview/vol4/iss3/8

would more likely or less likely donate when

•The gallery closing as a byproduct of

might donate materials for a choir or

proposals to larger organizations, seeking only monetary donations.

attendees to find out whether individuals
faced with one of the following scenarios:

contributions. For example, a fabric store

Based on these findings, fundraising-savvy arts leaders will simplify

Fillis, gathered information from art gallery

•The gallery simply asking for donations, or
•The gallery indicating that any future exhibits would require more
funding. 21
Their research concluded that frequent visitors are statistically
more likely to donate when faced with the proposition that without
increased resources, the gallery might close. 22 They also found that
those visiting less frequently were more likely to donate when faced
with the possibility of more exhibitions or the loss of the current
exhibition. 23 However, as the authors point out, organizations must
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use care to avoid crying wolf; arts leaders should avoid constantly

make. 28 Younger employees in our organizations are uniquely suited

portraying their organizations as on the verge of financial collapse.24

to understanding social media platforms, online funding techniques,

These findings inspire significant applications, especially in the deadly

and best advertising practices.

environment 2020 has given arts organizations. A dose of straight

With a 2019 analysis of fundraising and marketing in the context

talk to our long-time donors and patrons regarding the dire situation

of American symphonies and opera houses, Besana and Esposito

might provide a stream of life-giving donations, as long as we use

supported the assertion that to effectively confront future difficulties,

such an appeal sparingly. Each donation should be answered with

our strategies must be forward-facing: “Managerial innovation

a personal thank-you e-mail or written card; these donors need to

requires propensities for both off-and online marketing and

know how important their contribution is to arts leaders and to their

fundraising with an adequate, specific and professional focus on the

organizations. Consider providing these loyal patrons with a copy of

added value of social media.” 29 As arts organizations develop young

your group’s multi-year plans; they deserve to see, and possibly even

leaders and engage audiences in forward-focused ways, fundraising

to choose, what their donation will accomplish.

will not only thrive, but also contribute to growing unity between arts

When dealing with the general public and casual supporters, we
should focus intensely on presenting the opportunities for the
future. A video highlighting past performances and future plans—
dependent, of course, on donations—might do just the trick. In the A
Voice for Good organization, we used this technique for our summer
fundraiser. In a socially distanced world, this video provided an easy,
effective way to showcase accomplishments and draw in small dollar
donations. As Joan Garry writes in The Chronicle of Philanthropy,
“When you ask for money, frame the gift as a bridge from where you
are now to what’s possible.” 25 As we engage individuals, we can target
our marketing strategies based on their involvement and interest in
the arts.

leaders, our volunteers, our employees, and our communities.

Invest in Measuring Impact
In the previously cited UK giving study, the authors note that arts
organizations will benefit greatly from transparently demonstrating
how donations are used. 30 Similarly, in a warning from the 2019
Conference Board report, authors admonish arts organizations to find
more ways to quantify and demonstrate the effects of their efforts:
“Being able to calculate an ROI-type figure will help to justify the
benefits of sponsoring arts programs.” 31 To effectively demonstrate
and measure positive impact, arts organizations must collaborate
with corporate partners to develop systems of accountability. Arts

While targeting various demographics in our communities, we

leaders must also evaluate organizational decisions based on future

should capitalize on the COVID-19 pandemic to involve

financial effects.

talented employees and volunteers in the decision-making
process and to apply the forward-facing strategies they
bring. The individuals that fill our organizations can augment our
fundraising efforts in ways that executive directors, artistic directors,
and board members might otherwise overlook. Discussing talent
management practices through the pandemic’s lens, Dr. Sandhya
Karpe argues that organizational response should include greater
experimentation, including opportunities for employees to adapt, fill
new needs, and demonstrate capacity: “It is refreshing to observe that
high-potentials are eager to embrace new challenges during a crisis,
and willing to courageously transition into mission-critical areas of
the business that are still unknowns.” 26 Based on Dr. Karpe’s advice,
arts leaders who consider bringing new voices to the table may be
surprised by the excellent talent and capable leadership they find.
Embracing the talent within our organizations helps us adopt
forward-facing strategies to make fundraising simpler and easier.
In a 2020 study regarding patterns of giving among UK citizens,
Moraes, Daskalopoulou, and Szmigin found that arts organizations
need to simplify giving to the arts.27 By demonstrating the arts’
benefits and providing clear avenues for donating, organizations
can gain a larger share of the charitable donations that individuals

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive,

Arts leaders can capitalize on strong business partnerships
by allowing corporate partners a voice in determining how
arts organizations will measure impact. The Conference
Board recommends “[setting] time-bound, quantifiable goals,” which
allows corporate partners and arts leaders to reach consensus and
understanding on how to best measure impact. 32 Arts leaders may be
most focused on impacting a community or advancing a certain social
cause, but they must find ways to track efforts and quantify outcomes.
While outside organizations often measure the financial impact that
arts have on a community, such as Americans for the Arts, individual
organizations need their own metrics, and they need to track progress
on their own. Working collaboratively, we can develop means to show
corporate partners how many individuals are being affected by our
work and how great our economic impact is on the community.
Understanding and applying effective financial measurements will
help demonstrate impact. In a 2003 study, Ritchie and Kolodinsky
sought to clarify the mystery surrounding nonprofit performance:
for many decades, organizations and researchers have not developed
consensus on what constitutes effective measurement of financial
success. 33 Ritchie and Kolodinsky found that three areas of
measurement—fundraising efficiency, public support, and fiscal
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performance, as measured by various indicators—seem to give

based fundraising techniques will strengthen our organizations and

unique insight as to how the organization is performing. 34 The

the communities that we serve. Through robust business partnerships,

authors suggest that based on this finding, a nonprofit could weigh

nonprofit arts groups can secure long-term funding. Engaging

the importance of each of the three categories in a way that would

with individuals, we as arts leaders can broaden our audiences,

The study can be

strengthen our organizational capacity, and improve our future

accessed for further information and ideas on developing an effective

readiness. Investing in impact measurement, arts organizations will

measure of your group’s financial health, strength, and stability.

maintain corporate, individual, and community funding well past the

create a “composite performance measure.”

35

Business partners will find measures of this type very appealing; they
provide trackable year-over-year data. Such measurement clarity
allows for simple, concrete reports to donors, corporate partners, and
to the public. Increasing transparency and measuring performance in
this way will increase community trust in our nonprofit organizations.
As arts organizations consider creative programming, new funding
methods, and how to best measure community impact, they should
carefully consider how organizational decisions will affect
the future. In a 2020 study examining how crowdfunding efforts affect
nonprofits, Alexiou, Wiggins, and Preece, found that a crowdfunding
campaign’s implications may be based on an organization’s age. 36 For
instance, the researchers found that a crowdfunding campaign will
affect both young and old arts nonprofits, but in different ways. 37 A
young nonprofit which fails to meet a crowdfunding goal will likely
lose legitimacy with the public and will struggle to fundraise in the
future.38 A positive outcome, conversely, sends a very strong signal of
growing legitimacy.39 For established groups, a failed campaign does
not seem to result in the same negative impacts and may even cause
an increase in funding. 40
However, Charles and Kim’s 2016 study suggests that an organization’s
non-financial performance—based on total attendees, free tickets
for attendees, and website traffic—may correlate negatively with
amount of donations.41 These contrasting examples indicate that arts
organizations must consider how varying financial and nonfinancial
performance measures will affect their future financial viability.
Furthermore, in a 2011 study, Pandey, Kim, and Pandey studied
1,792 mission statements of arts organizations and found that a focus
on activity components in a mission statement can correlate with
improved financial and nonfinancial outcomes.42 These positive effects
were associated with a focus on factors including accomplishment,
communication, and motion in the mission statements. 43 As arts
leaders consider the level of involvement they seek in community
affairs, it is critical that leaders determine whether involvement will
undermine or increase the arts group’s impact. Decisions regarding
involvement require careful consideration of how that will affect the
organization’s capacity to strengthen the community.

Conclusion
Nonprofit arts groups face a range of new challenges and opportunities

COVID-19 pandemic’s end.
Layout Designed by Grace Law
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